
PROIECT

FIANGER UNIT
Tim Orr returns to the pages of ETI with a project to make
your amplifier see double - a chorus/flanger.
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can run equally well from line level
signals (-0agm) and high output
microphones"

The chorus effect simulates a
second instrument, which is pro-
ducing the same sound as the
input signal, but which is slightly
delayed in time. This tends to
generate the illusion of a second
instrument and also enriches the
overall sound quality. lf a relatively
fast (10H2) tim'e moiulation is

tation is rela
se a bucket
Fig. 1. Volta
input of the

are sampled and then converted
into small quantities of charge.
These charges are passed along
several hund red electronic
'buckets' until they reach the out-
put, whereupon they are reconver-
ted back into the original voltage.
This process takes tiire, in fact"the

tion (it's an imperfect world).
As this is a sampled information

system we must sample the input
signal much more f requently than I
the highest frequency compon- r
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5 Fig. 5 Circuit diagram of the Chorus/

Flanger.
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rc2 ts tllN3207
lc3 ts MN3102
lcs ts 78L05
tc6 ts TLo62cP
O,I 7.8,9 ARE BC182L
O2,3 ARE BF244A
04,5,6 ARE BC212L
D',t,2,3 ARE 1N4148
ZDl IS I2V ZENER
LEDI IS RED LED
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Fig. 3 A basic time delay comb filter.
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Fig. 4 Comb filter frequency responses
foi different time delays.

with a f requency response that is
full of notches, and which looks
like the teeth of a comb! When the
delayed signal is 180' out of phase
with the direct signal, then can-
cellation will occur and a notch in

frequency.
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Fis. 2 General block diagram of the
chbrus/flanger.

The rate at which the informa-
tion passes through the dclay line
is set by the clock driver: this is a
high frequency oscillaLor wlrir:h

produce slowly-varying time
delays of variable speed and
depth.

The choru it has
been configu ike a
combfilter,F afilter
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nents of the input signal. By doing
this, we can avoid the dreaded
aliasing distortion (which sounds
like ring modulation) and hope to
recover the input signal with some

in

input bandwidth and so helps to
avoid any aliasing problems. The
low-pass on the output recovers
the delayed signal and rejects
unwanted high frequency clock
and noise signals.

The audio signal is given a tre-
ble lift (pre-emphasis) at the front ,N

end of the unit and a treble cut
(de-emp utput. This
helps to ter signal to
noise rat the unit:
most natural sounds have an
energy spectrum that drops off
very iapidly with increasing fre-
guency, so by giving a frequency Vour
lift to these parts of the spectrum, -fr-
more information can be elevated
above the noise floor of the delay
line. At the output e
tem, the de-emphas
overall frequency re
to a f lat one, but also suppresses
high frequency noise from the

I delay

c20).

speaker cones!). Q2 allows the signal to
pass except when the unit is in the bypass
mode.

frequency range ofthe oscillatorwhen in
the chorus mode.

09 is used to drive the Panel LED.
Wh-en the effect is selectdd (via the
footswitch) the LED will light up and
flash at the modulation rate.

the size of the current sink from either

c28.

outout.
lC6 forms a simple lriangle/square-

wave oscillalor. RV1 controls the oscilla-
tion speed, Q5 is used to limil the low

lC5 prov
ply for the
oscillator
voltages d
starts life a
of usef ul live at about 6.5V. For maximum
battery life, plug in the effect unit only
when it is needed and never leave it on
over nieht. The ON/OFF switch is the
input as a
oin. F terv
bo*" r eli
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Fig. 6 Overlay diagram of the PCB for
the Chorus/Flanger

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS (all %W 5"/")
R1 4k7
R2 220k
R3 10k
R4,6 68k
R5 18k
R7,8 15k
R9,.t 0 1 00k
R11 1ks

POTENTIOMETERS c29
c31

4n7 ceramic
47n polyesterRV1

RV2
1 M0 reverse logarithmic
100k logarithmic

RV3 47k reverse logarithmic
PR1,3 47k preset
PR2 -lMO preset

CAPACITORS
C1 ,4,9 1 00n polyester
C2 22p ceramic
C3,.t0 10p 16V PCB electrolytic
C5 4n7 polyester
C6,7 .t00p ceramic
C8 10n ceramic
C11,16 1p0 63V PCB electrolytic
C12 47n polyester
C13 1n0 polyester
C14 470p ceramic

2n2 polyester
4n7 polyester
330p ceramic
1 00n polyester
22n polyester
100p -l6V PCB electrolytic

C22,3O 1g.0 63V PCB electrolyiic
C23 100n polyester
C24,25,26 10p 15V PCB electrolytic
C27 100p ceramic
C28 221t 16Y PCB electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTORS
tc1,4 RC455B
tc2 MN3207
tc3 MN3102
tcs 78t05
tc6 Tt062cP
Q1 ,7 t8,9 8C182 t
Q2,3 Bt244A
Q4,5,6 BC212L
D1,2,3 1 N4148

R18,19,22,24 68k
R20 18k

10k
1M0
22R
1k2
4k7
47k
s60k

R33 220k
R34 6k8
R3s 270k
R36,38
R39
R40
R41,42
R43 10k
R44 s60k

R21
R23,26,31
R25
R27
R28,29,37
R30
R32

R12,13
R14
R1s,16,17

47k
220k
15k

1 50k
3k9
15k
1 00k

zD1 BZY88-1 2V zener

c1s
c17
c18
c19
c20
c21

LED1 0.2" red LED

MISCELLAN EOUS
SKTl,3 %" mono switched iack

sockets
SKT2 3.5 mm mono jack socket
SW1 latching footswitch SPCO

plus cap
SW2 DPDT switch
PCB; knobs; PP3 battery connector;
case sive foam strip (for
secu B);8-pin lC sockets (5
of0; LED; wire, solder, Gib-
son Les Paul Special, etc.
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ECT : Chorus

Assembly And Setting Up
Assemble the PCB and connect

to the controls as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. When testing is complete,
the PCB is mounted in the box,
supported by the jack sockets,
with the foil side to the case
bottom. Put some thin sticky-
backed foam rubber on the inside
of the case bottom to prevent
shorts.

Table 1 shows various DC test
voltages around the circuit and Fig.
8 shows some of the waveforms

TYPICAL SPEEDS MAX t\4 N

CHORUS 10 Hz 0.33H2

FLANGER 10 Hz 0 06Hz

arrfi;N
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rc6 PtN 7

rc6 PtN 1

+4 2V

+0 7V

Fig. ion
osc els
for e
the

footswitch, SW1, set to effect. Set
the rate control to maximum and
the deoth control to minimum.
Using in oscilloscope, check that
the undistorted signal is present at

CLOCK PER IOD MN MAX

CHORUS 7 ous I 2uS

FLANGER 3 sus 22uS

Icl,4, PIN 8 +9V (FOR BATT.
OPERATION)

tcl, ptNS 3,5 +4.5V APPROX
tC1, ptNS 1,7 +4.5V APPBOX'
()1 EMITTER +3.8V APPROX.

lc2, PIN 5 +5V
lc3, PIN 1 +5V
tC3, ptN I +4 67V

tc4. PtNs 1,7 r{ 5V APPBOX'
tC6, ptN 8 +SV

lC6, PIN 3,6 +2.5V

r VOLTAGE WITH NO INPUT SIGNAL

Table 1 DC test voltages.

Fig. 8b Waveforms for the clock
ostillator; select minimum depth
(RV2) for these waveforms. The table

Q1 emitter, lC1 pins 1 and 7 and

7 will be frequency modulated bY
the modulation oscillator; a mix-
ture of this signal plus the direct
signal shouldhppear at lC4 Pin 1.

EXTERNAL
POWER

SOLDER ONTO
CASE OF POT

THIS IS THE
CHASSIS EARTH

+IF LED DOES NOT
FLASH REVERSE
THE LED WIRING

tc2 PrN I

6) rruorceres pcB soLDEB TAG NUMBER

- NorE 7 HAS No coNNEcrtoN

7 lnside view of the case and interconnections.
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Fig- 9 Wave-forms at the input and )output of lC2.
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PROIECT: Chorus er

The flanging effect is best tes-
ted with a 200 mV P-P square
wave oscillating at 2 Hz. This
excites the unit with two clicks per
second. Set resonance to max-
imum, speed to minimum and
SW2 to the flanger position (foot-
switch SW1 should still be set to
effect and not bypass). Listen to
the output f rom the unit via a suit-

er, and adjust PR2 so
put is a rich'drainpipe'
ll hear what we mean).

lf PR2 is set for too much feed-
back, the unit will oscillate; if this
occurs back off the control a little.

For both chorus and flanging
effects, the time modulation depth
reduces as the modulation speed
increases. The modulation depth
at 10 Hz should produce a
pleasant vibrato effect, caused by
a small time delay sweep.

Power Supply
The unit consumes about 1mA.

eady PP3PP
r two hours per
ed battery life will

be about 20 hours. lf you leave the
unit turned on over night, you will
exhaust the battery. lt is possible
to use a rechargeable Nickel Cad-
mium PP3 battery. This has a shor-
ter discharge life time of about 7
hours, but can be reused
(charged/discharged) about 600
times!The purchase price of Nic-
kel Cadmium batteries is about six
times that of a standard PP3, and
also you will need a charger unit. A
non rechargeable alkaline PP3 bat-
tery (eg Duracell type) gives about
four times the energy content of a
zinc carbon PP3 but costs about
twice as much.

A 9V battery eliminator can be
used, the operating power is then
derived from the mains. Note that
the inner connection is *9V and
the outer is 0V; if the polarity is
reversed, D3 should prevent any
damage to the chorus f langer, but
the unit will not work.
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User Guide
Plug in the guitar and the amplifier.
Press the footswitch so that the
LED is
volum level
and tu e
BYPAS

Vibrato
Set up the controls as shown, with
SPEED and DEPTH at maximum.
RESONANCE is inoperative. Press
the footswitch so that the LED is
flashing. Play the guitar. A fast
(10H2) vibrato will be heard. lf
nece the guitar and
ampl . Adjust both con-
trols pth and different
vibra

Chorus
Set up the controls as shown, with
the DEPTH set to maximum and a
SPEE .flash per
seco tnopera-
tive. reamt''
soun ss the
BYPASS footswitch and see how
flat the original signal sounds, Co
back to the effect and try some
different SPEED and DEPTH
setti n gs.

Flanging
Set up the controls as shown with
DEPTH and RESONANCE to max-

trol settings.
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The Chorus/FIanger Board
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